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Abstract
Large vocabulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies perform well in known, controlled contexts. However recognition of proper nouns is commonly considered as a difficult task. Accurate phonetic transcription of a proper noun is difficult to obtain, although it can be one of the most important resources for a recognition system. In this article, we propose methods of automatic phonetic transcription applied to proper nouns. The methods are based on combinations of the rule-based phonetic transcription generator LIA_PHON and an acoustic-phonetic decoding system. On the ESTER corpus, we observed that the combined systems obtain better results than our reference system (LIA_PHON). The WER (Word Error Rate) decreased on segments of speech containing proper nouns, without affecting negatively the results on the rest of the corpus. On the same corpus, the Proper Noun Error Rate (PNER, which is a WER computed on proper nouns only), decreased with our new system.

1. Introduction
Large vocabulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies perform well in known, controlled contexts. However proper nouns are frequently out of the systems’ vocabulary and their recognition is commonly considered as a difficult task.

There are many situations in which we need to transcribe proper nouns correctly. In the context of indexing multimedia contents, recognizing names pronounced during a broadcast news or a show provides interesting clues about the speakers. In the case of meeting transcription, it is important to know who talks about whom.

 Although phonetic transcription of proper nouns can be one of the most important resources for a recognition system, accurate phonetic transcription of a proper noun is difficult to obtain. In fact, a proper noun with a given spelling can be pronounced in different ways depending on both the geographic origin of that noun, and the speaker. Pronunciation of proper nouns is less normalized than pronunciation of other words. This is especially the case for nouns foreign to the language of the speaker.

Two common approaches of the problem of automatic phonetic transcription are proposed in the literature: the rule-based approach (Béchet, 2001), and the statistic-based approach, such as classification trees (Damerau et al., 1998) or HMM-decoding based methods (Bisani and Ney, 2001; Bahl et al., 1991). For the specific case of proper nouns, a study on dynamic generation of plausible distortions of canonical forms of proper nouns is proposed in Béchet et al. (2002). This study has been carried out for use in the context of a directory assistance application developed by France Télécom R&D. The method consists in re-evaluating of the 11 best speech recognition hypotheses yielded by a one-pass decoding where distortions depend on the nature of the competing hypotheses.

The method we propose here is based on combinations of a rule-based phonetic transcription generator and an acoustic-phonetic decoding system. With the latter system, phonetic transcriptions for each word are obtained by decoding the parts of the signal containing the word (according to manual transcription of the signal into words). It allows extraction of a high number of phonetic transcriptions for words present in a development corpus, including some unusual pronunciations. The rule-based generator, on the other hand, tends to generate the most “common-sense” phonetic transcriptions for every word, including words not present in the development corpus.

The experiments proposed in this article focus on the automatic phonetic transcription of proper nouns, as in Béchet et al. (2002). New phonetic transcriptions will be evaluated in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) and Proper Noun Error Rate (PNER). These rates will be evaluated using French broadcast news from the ESTER evaluation campaign (Galiano et al., 2005).

First, we will present advantages and drawbacks of the rule-based and acoustic methods. Next, we will explain our combined methods. Finally our results will be presented and commented.
2.2. System based on acoustic-phonetic decoding

The acoustic-phonetic decoding system (APD) generates a phonetic transcription of the speech signal. In a corpus consisting of speech with a manual word transcription, portions of the speech signal corresponding to proper nouns are extracted. They are then fed to the APD system to obtain their phonetic transcription. Proper nouns which are present several times in the corpus thus potentially get associated with several phonetic transcriptions each.

As is noted in Bisani and Ney (2001), unconstrained phonetic decoding does not allow to obtain reliable phonetic transcriptions. Our own experiments lead us to the same conclusion.

The use of a language model allows some level of guidance for the speech recognition system: it does so by minimising the risk of having phoneme sequences with a very low probability appear in the transcription results. We set constraints by using tied state triphones and a 3-gram language model as part of the decoding strategy, to generate the best path of phonemes. While this decoding is close to a speech recognition system, the dictionary and language model contain phonemes instead of full words. The tri-gram language model was trained using the phonetic dictionary used during the 2005 ESTER evaluation campaign. It contains about 65000 phonetic transcriptions of words, and was generated using BDLEX (De Calmes and Perennou, 1998) and LIA_PHON. Only the words which were not part of the BDLEX corpus were phonetised automatically using LIA_PHON. Words which were identified as proper nouns have been deleted from this dictionary before learning our 3-gram language model for phonemes.

As explained above, the first step consists in isolating the portions of signal corresponding to proper nouns using the word transcription of the signal. Unfortunately, in the manual transcription we used, words were not aligned with the signal: start and end times of individual word were not available, with only longer segments (composed of several words) having their boundaries annotated. The start and end times of each word of the transcription were determined by aligning the words with the signal, using a speech recognition system (see figure 1).

The phonetic transcriptions used for proper nouns during this forced alignment were provided by LIA_PHON. Because of this, boundary detection was not very reliable. Portions of signal detected as proper nouns might overlap neighbor words. As a result, when applied to such portions of signal, the APD system might generate erroneous phonemes at the beginning and/or end of the proper nouns, which might in turn introduce errors when the flawed phonetic transcriptions are later used for decoding.

3. Combination

The aim of combining both systems is to get the best out of each, of course without impacting negatively the rest of the speech recognition process.

3.1. Union

The first proposed combination follows the simplest strategy, by building a dictionary as the union of both LIA_PHON and APD phonetic transcriptions. In this dictionary, there is a high number of phonetic transcriptions per word, as can be seen in section 4.1.

3.2. Selection

To eliminate excessive phonetic transcriptions that may generate errors during speech recognition, we propose a way to validate phonetic transcriptions. Selection of valid transcriptions is done by testing each phonetic transcription against the development corpus: only those phonetic transcriptions which allow the corresponding word to be recognised successfully are selected.

---

1Phonetic transcriptions given in Sampa format
For each phonetic transcription variant of each proper noun, a temporary dictionary is built, containing only this phonetic transcription of this proper noun, along with all the non-proper noun words. The speech recognition system is then applied to all the sentences of the development corpus that contain this proper noun, using the temporary dictionary. The tested phonetic transcription for this proper noun is considered as valid only if the proper noun was correctly decoded at least once. In this process, the other words of the temporary dictionary play the role of a rejection model when trying to recognize the proper noun being tested.

4. Experiments

4.1. Corpus

Experiments have been carried out on the ESTER corpus. ESTER is an evaluation campaign of French broadcast news transcription systems which took place in January 2005 (Galliano et al., 2005). The ESTER corpus was divided into three parts: training, development and evaluation.

The training corpus is composed of 81 hours of data recorded from four radio stations (France Inter, France Info, RFI, RTM). This corpus was used to train the speech recognition system.

The development corpus is composed of 12.5 hours of data recorded from the same four radio stations. This corpus was used to generate and to validate the APD phonetic transcriptions.

The test corpus, used to evaluate the proposed methods, contains 10 hours from the same four radio stations plus two other stations, all of which was recorded 15 months after the development data. Each corpus is annotated with named entities, allowing easy spotting of proper nouns.

4.2. Acoustic and language models

The decoding system is based on CMU Sphinx 3.6. Our experiments were carried out using a one-pass decoding using 12 MFCC acoustic features plus the energy, completed with their primary and secondary derivatives. Acoustic models were trained on the ESTER training corpus. The trigram language model was trained using manual transcriptions of the corpus resulting in 1.35 M words. Articles from the French newspaper “Le Monde” were added, resulting in 319 M words.

The language model includes all the proper nouns present in the development corpus. All the dictionaries contain the same proper nouns, with only their phonetic transcriptions varying.

4.2.1. Phonetic transcriptions per proper noun

Figure 2 presents the number of phonetic transcriptions generated for the proper nouns present in the development corpus for each phonetic transcription system. The ESTER development corpus contains 1098 distinct proper nouns, appearing 4791 times.

The rule-based system generates 1443 different transcriptions, which represents an average of 1.31 phonetic transcriptions per proper noun. On the same corpus, the APD system generates 3881 phonetic transcriptions, for an average of 3.53 variants for each proper noun. This number is more than 2.5 times the number of variants generated by LIA, PHON.

The union of the variant sets generated by both systems represents a total of 3984 transcriptions, i.e. an average of 3.64 variants per proper noun.

After filtering with the selection method, which is in charge of eliminating excessive phonetic transcription variants generated by the APD, the number decreases to 3523, i.e. an average of 3.21 variants per proper noun.

4.3. Metric

The metrics used are based on the Word Error Rate (WER) and on the Proper Noun Error Rate (PNER). The PNER is computed the same way as the WER but it is computed only for proper nouns and not for every word:

\[
\text{PNER} = \frac{I + S + E}{N} \quad (1)
\]

with \(I\) the number of wrong insertions of proper nouns, \(S\) the number of substitutions of proper nouns with other words, \(E\) the number of elisions of proper nouns (in other words, the number of proper nouns which were omitted in the transcription), and \(N\) the total number of proper nouns.

The WER permits to evaluate the impact of the dictionaries over the test corpus, whereas the PNER permits to evaluate the quality of the detection of proper nouns.

4.4. Results

Figure 3 presents the PNER obtained when decoding using the various sets of phonetic transcriptions of proper nouns generated by the proposed methods.

Figure 4 presents the WER obtained in the same cases.

The reference system is LIA, PHON, which obtains 26.8 % of WER and 26.0 % of PNER.

The APD system obtains the worst WER and PNER: respectively 27.2 % and 32.3 %.

The union of LIA, PHON phonetic transcriptions and ADP phonetic transcriptions gives the best performance in term of PNER. However, the WER is slightly higher (0.1 point) than for the reference system.
We applied the selection strategy to the phonetic transcriptions generated by the APD system. The union of the filtered phonetic transcriptions and the phonetic transcriptions generated by LIA_PHON is referred to as “Selection” in the figures. For this system, we observed a gain of near 3.9 points of PNER without degrading the WER. The WER is not widely affected because proper nouns represent only a small part of the words in the corpus: 1840 words out of 113918 words of the test corpus ($\approx 1.6\%$).

To observe the influence of the various proposed methods on the WER, we proposed to evaluate separately the segments that contain proper nouns. Figure 5 shows results for the segments with and without proper nouns. The most remarkable results are for the “Selection” system: it yields a gain of 0.5 point of WER over LIA_PHON for segments containing proper nouns, without affecting the WER on the other segments.

5. Conclusion

This article presented a method to automatically generate phonetic transcriptions of proper nouns. We proposed ways of combining a rule-based automatic phonetic transcription generator (LIA_PHON) and an acoustic-phonetic decoding system. On the ESTER corpus, we observed that the combined systems obtain better results than our reference system (LIA_PHON). With the proposed combination, the WER decreased by 0.5 point on segments of speech containing proper nouns, without affecting negatively the results on the rest of the corpus.

An interesting field where the proposed method could be applied is the task of named identification. This task consists in extracting the speaker identities (first name and last name) from the transcription (Estève et al., 2007). The new phonetic transcriptions yielded by the proposed method should contribute to make the detection easier by improving the decoding of proper nouns. Preliminary experiments carried out recently at LIUM for a yet unpublished work tend to confirm this hypothesis.
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